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FROM THE PROTO-INDO-EUROPEAN
TO THE CLASSICAL LATIN ACCENT 1
L U C I E P U L T R O V ¡ (Praha)

Latin, in general, is considered a language with practically no relevance
to reconstructing the Proto-Indo-European accent.2 This article attempts
to prove the opposite: it tries to show that the transition from the ProtoIndo-European to the Classical Latin accent was in fact an uncomplicated one and, more importantly, that it was not fundamentally different
from the development in the other languages that the reconstruction of
the Proto-Indo-European accent is based on. At the same time, the article asks an almost heretical question: was the accent in Classical Latin
indeed consistently (ante-)penultimate?
1. Accent in Archaic Latin
Before addressing the given problem, I must at least very briefly sum up
what I have already dealt with in my other work3 and what is vital for
the understanding of the following text. The question of eventual sta1
The concise version of this article (under the title Constitution of the Classical
Latin Accent) was published in Latin Linguistics Today (Proceedings from the 15th
International Colloquium on Latin Linguistics, Innsbruck, April 4 ñ 9 2009), (eds.)
PETER ANREITER ñ MANFRED KIENPOINTNER, Innsbruck 2010, pp. 71ñ82.
2
Cf. e.g. MICHAEL MEIER-BR‹GGER, Indogermanische Sprachwissenschaft, Berlin ñ
New York 2000, p. 147: ÑIm Lateinischen sind keine offensichtlichen Spuren der
uridg. (= ved. und gr.) Tonstellen erhalten, hˆchstens indirekte.ì
3
LUCIE PULTROV¡, The Vocalism of Latin Medial Syllables, Praha 2006.
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bilization of the accent on the penultima, or the antepenultima, in Classical Latin has been repeatedly dealt with; however, the scholars have
largely researched the way of transition from the presumed Archaic4 initial accent to the Classical (ante-)penultimate one.5 I, nevertheless, do
not believe in the existence of ñ otherwise so far almost generally accepted6 ñ initial accent in Archaic Latin and, very briefly, I have the following reasons therefore.7
1.1 Criticism of the theory
of initial accent
The theory of initial accent was founded on purely theoretical basis. In
1852, the German scholar A. Dietrich writes in his article8 that in the
second element of Latin compounds a qualitative change often occurs of
the root vowel. Although he does not explain the phenomenon in any
more detail in his article, Dietrich uses it as a basis for what becomes
a widely spread, revolutionary theory: the initial syllables (the sole syllables with no vowel change) must have possessed at the time when the
changes occurred a special characteristic quality, which, according to
Dietrich, was the accent. Thus the famous theory originated of Archaic
Latin accent bound on the first word syllable, and it is still acknowledged as valid. There is no other evidence of initial accent in Archaic
Latin.9
4
I use the term ìArchaic Latinî in the wide sense here to denote Latin approximately up to the time of the first literary records, when, according to all supporters of
the theory of initial accent, that accent should have been replaced by the Classical
(ante-)penultimate one.
5
The change of the place of accent took place according to the advocates of the
theory of Archaic initial accent first in the four- and multisyllabic words; it is where
the need for the double accent should have occurred. It is assumed that what occurred
first was so-called secondary accent, e.g. m·ledÌxit, pÈrÌculum, pÈriculÛsus, which
eventually prevailed and turned into the principal one.
6
For the theories by other scholars disagreeing with the traditional theory of Archaic initial accent in brief see 1.2.
7
For detailed information, including also other than here briefly summarized aspects, see the monograph listed in the note 3.
8
A. DIETRICH, Zur Geschichte des Accents im Lateinischen, in: Zeitschrift f¸r
vergleichende Sprachforschung auf dem Gebiete des Deutschen, Griechischen und
Lateinischen 1, 1852, pp. 543ñ556.
9
As supporting arguments the scholars sometimes use first the fact that there occurs no syncope in initial syllables, and second the popularity of alliteration in early
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The truth is, however, that vowel weakening in medial Latin syllables
is not by far a general feature. The words where, contrary to the theory,
vowel weakening does not occur, are even more numerous than those in
accord with the theory. There is no change at all of the vowels o and u
in compounds (admoneo-; co-nfugio- etc.); concerning the words with the
root vowels a and e and diphthongs ae and au the ratio is approximately
3,2 : 1 in favour of the words where no change takes place.10 Besides,
apart form the questionable FHE:FHAKED from the†Fibula Praenestina, in the inscriptions we find practically no words in the form ìbefore the vowel weakeningî ñ thus we have no relevant evidence that the
words in the form **confacio- etc. ever existed in Latin. In any case, we
certainly do not have any factual basis for chronologically classing the
vocalic changes in, for example, the 5th, or any other century B.C., as is
often proposed in handbooks.
The words wherein vowel weakening occurs actually belong only to
certain word-formative categories; namely, only to the adjective type
inermis, and then to the prefixed derivatives of some primary verbs and
their further secondary derivatives. Apart from the very rare exceptions,
vowel weakening never occurs in denominative verbs (collaudo- etc.) or
prefixed adjectives (subama-rus etc.). That already excludes the possibility that the reason for vowel weakening (if we actually can call the phenomenon a weakening at all) was accent: if it were, it would have to
have the same effect everywhere (as it is the case in other languages
with umlaut in unstressed syllables: Russian, English, etc.), not only in
the limited word-formative categories.
Vowel weakening occurs in the derivatives from primary verbs which
have the root in zero grade; on the other hand, vowel weakening does
not occur in the derivatives from verbs with the root in full grade. Ergo:
what we call vowel weakening is according to my theory actually a way
of vocalization of zero grades in medial root syllables. Therefore, what
we see is not a weakening, but an alternation of vowels.

Latin poetry. I do not consider those arguments relevant. Syncopes in initial syllables
do not occur in any period of Latin development, not only in the Archaic period.
Similarly, concerning alliteration, it is a popular figure not only in the earlier poetry,
but also in the Classical one. Thus, neither of these phenomena can be used as evidence of the existence of initial accent in Archaic Latin.
10
For detailed information on excerpted words see LUCIE PULTROV¡, The Vocalism
of Latin Medial Syllables, p. 21, and appendices on pp. 121ñ132.
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This theory can also be applied to the following word types, frequently cited as the examples of vowel weakening in Latin: the nouns of
the 3rd declension (type nomen, nominis) and the compounds with the
compositional vowel -i- (type agricola).
All in all, the theory of initial accent in Archaic Latin has in my opinion no foundation, and thus we may leave the problematic11 shift of accent from the initial syllable to the (ante-)penultima aside. Certainly, we
cannot rule out the possibility that the accent of Archaic Latin and that
of Classical Latin did somehow differ. We, however, have no evidence
for that; therefore what I consider the only possible course is to research
the direct transition from the presumed (late) Proto-Indo-European accent to the accent of Classical Latin.
1.2 Other theories denying the existence
of the Archaic initial accent
Scholars who doubt the existence of initial accent are more numerous;
altogether they reasonably argue that the transition from the free IndoEuropean accent through fixed initial to fixed recessive accent is too
complicated and unparalleled. However, in contrast with the theory
briefly outlined in chapter 1.1, they proceed from the fact that vowel
weakening does relate to accent, and that it must be explained accordingly.
One such opponent of the theory of initial accent in preliterary Latin
is E. Pulgram.12 He says that in Latin there existed, as it also does in
spoken language in many modern languages, so-called emphatic accent,
which occurred on the prefix in compounds beside the common grammatical accent according to the penultima law. The emphatic accent in
those words was stronger and, in contrast with the weaker grammatical
accent, it influenced the phonological system of the language, i.e. it effected the umlaut in medial syllables. The existence of this emphatic accent was according to Pulgram limited only to a certain period.

11
The accent according to the penultima law is derived from the end of the word;
it is therefore an absolutely different type of accent than the accent on initial syllable.
Moreover, in threesyllabic words with long penultima the accent would have to move
to the originally weakest (postaccented) position in the word.
12
ERNST PULGRAM, Prosodics and Metrics, M¸nchen 1974, pp. 103ñ113.
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Another opponent of the theory of initial accent is M. Nyman.13 Nyman rejects Pulgramís idea of emphatic accent, either, and what he
considers the most probable for Archaic Latin is the existence of a transitional type of accent, closer to the original Indo-European accent. The
characteristic feature of such accent could be, according to Nyman, that
in determining compounds it fell on a determining element (so called
modifier). Among determining compounds he classes also the words
derived by prefixation, wherein then the accent fell on the prefix. This is
how Nyman explains the existence of Latin umlaut, which he considers
to be related to unstressed syllables.
A. L. Prosdocimi14 is a supporter of the existence of initial accent in
Archaic Latin that effected the weakening of vowels in the following
syllables; nevertheless, he slightly deviates from the traditional theory.
In his opinion, the original place of the Latin accent is the penultima. He
believes Italic languages have seen the following development: free
Indo-European accent ñ accent bound on the penultima ñ accent bound
on the penultima with the coaccent on the first syllable ñ accent on the
first syllable. Latin diverted from other Italic languages in the last phase:
the coaccent on the first syllable in Latin did not prevail over the penultimate accent, but it influenced establishing of the Classical Latin accent
(i.e. partial retraction of the accent from the penultima to the antepenultima). It was during the transitional period, while according to
Prosdocimi the penultimate accent coexisted with the initial, that Latin
umlaut occurred.
According to X. Ballester,15 the vocalic changes can be explained
equally well, if we define the place of prehistoric Latin accent as the first
long syllable in a word, or, should there be no long syllable, the first syllable of a word.16

13

MARTTI NYMAN, Reconstructing Compound Accentuation: on the Pre-Latin Initial Stress, in: Arctos 17, 1983, pp. 31ñ47.
14
ALDO LUIGI PROSDOCIMI, Sullíaccento latino e italico, in: O-o-pe-ro-si. Festschrift f¸r Ernst Risch zum 75. Geburtstag, (Hrsg.) ANNEMARIE ETTER, Berlin 1986,
pp. 601ñ618.
15
XAVERIO BALLESTER, La posiciÛn del acento prehistÛrico latino, in: Emerita 58,
1, 1990, pp. 33ñ50.
16
In his next article (X AVERIO B ALLESTER , La tipologÌa y el acento prehistÛrico
latino, in: Emerita 64, 1, 1996, pp. 59ñ63) Ballester comes to a conclusion that Latin
ìvowel weakeningî does not have to be necessarily associated with accent.
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R. Oniga17 considers the theory of initial accent absolutely unsubstantiated, while he ñ in my opinion, quite rightly ñ doubts that there is
a connection between Latin ìvowel weakeningî and accent.
Finally we should mention yet another relatively known theory,
which does not speak directly about the non-existence of initial accent in
Archaic Latin, as it deals with the accent of the literary period; nevertheless, it also offers a possible solution to the problem of vowel weakening. We talk about the theory of so-called quartultimate recessive accent: in the words with both short penultima and short antepenultima
(e.g. familia, miseria, ceciderit etc.), according to this theory, the accent
would have retracted as far as the fourth syllable from the end. The
theory arose on the grounds of the analysis of verses by Plautus and
Terence, revealing a strong tendency to harmonize ictus and accent.18
However, this theory, claiming that what dominates as a building principle in the verses of the early playwrights is accent, not quantity, is by
no means generally acknowledged.

2. Known starting-points for researching
the development of Latin accent
Before actually attempting to describe the way of establishing Latin accent we must first make clear what exactly we know about the both end
types of accent, i.e. the Proto-Indo-European accent on the one hand,
and the accent of Classical Latin on the other.

17
RENATO ONIGA, Líapophonia nei composti e líipotesi dellí“intensità initiale” in
latino (con alcune conseguenze per la teoria dellíictus metrico), in: Metrica classica
e linguistica, (a cura di) ROBERTO M. DANESE ñ FRANCO GORI ñ CESARE QUESTA, Urbino
1990, pp. 195ñ236; RENATO ONIGA, Uníeccezione allíapophonia latina, in: Studi
linguistici in onore di Roberto Gusmani, (a cura di) RAFFAELLA BOMBI ñ GUIDO CIFOLETTI ñ F ABIANA F USCO ñ L UCIA I NNOCENTE ñ V INCENZO ORIOLES , Alessandria 2006,
pp. 1337ñ1339. Unfortunately, I did not have the work by R. Oniga at my disposal
when writing the monograph cited in note 3.
18
First one to research into this problem was English classical philologist
R. BENTLEY in his book Schediasma de metris Terentianis in the 18th century (on
Bentley see JOSEPH VENDRYES, Recherches sur líhistoire et les effets de líintensitÈ
initiale en latin, Paris 1902, p. 74).
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2.1 Indo-European accent
Let us sum up as briefly as possible what we already know about the
Proto-Indo-European accent.
The original Proto-Indo-European accent was free in the sense that it
could occur on any syllable in a word, even though not arbitrarily but
according to strictly given rules. The place of accent (or its change
throughout the paradigm) was characteristic of individual word-formative types; that is to say, the words of the same word-formative types
had the same accent ñ not on the syllable of certain place in a word, but
on a specific morpheme (root, stem, or ending). For primary verbal
stems19 and primary nominal derivatives the accent paradigms can be
established with a high degree of probability according to their ablaut
structure. For secondary derivatives, however, the (simplified) ablaut relations ìaccented syllable = e-grade, unaccented syllable = zerogradeî do not hold, as secondary derivatives retain the phonological
form of their founding word. Thus we can often get the information
about the place of the Proto-Indo-European accent only while comparing the place of accent in, principally, Vedic and Greek, or the intonation in Balto-Slavic languages. However, significant shifts from
the original Proto-Indo-European state naturally took place in all languages. Concerning nouns, M. Meier-Br¸gger summarizes briefly: ìDie
einzelsprachliche Fortsetzer haben den markanten Ablaut im Suffix
i.d.R. beibehalten. Bei Wurzel und Akzent sind aber Vereinfachungen
die Regel: Vom schwachen Stamm aus wurde bei der Wurzel i.d.R. die
Schwundstufe verallgemeinert, beim Akzent wurzelhafte oder suffixale
Kolonnenbetonung.î20 Even more fundamental changes took place in
verbs: Proto-Indo-European finite verb, as we know, would originally
stand unaccented in main clauses (i.e. as an enclitic), and it bore accent
only in subordinate clauses. But this state of affairs was not preserved,
the originally unaccented word (= finite verb in the main clause) must
have later acquired an accent, which provided the space for fundamental changes in accentuation, e.g. in Greek (here, and henceforth,
ìGreekî refers generally to Classical Attic) the placement of verbal ac-

19

See especially the introduction to HELMUT RIX ET ALII, Lexikon der indogermanischen Verben, Wiesbaden 20012, pp. 10ñ25 (abbrev. LIV).
20
MICHAEL MEIER-BR‹GGER, Indogermanische Sprachwissenschaft, p. 194.
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cent as far as possible from the end of a word, with the limitation on the
last three syllables.21
2.2 Classical Latin accent
2.2.1 Testimony of ancient grammarians
All known testimonies of the ancient grammarians on the nature and
place of the Latin accent are collected in the book by F. Schoell.22 The
oldest record about the rules of placement of the Latin accent is Cicero,
Orator, 58: Ipsa enim natura, quasi modularetur hominum orationem,
in omni verbo posuit acutam vocem nec una plus nec a postrema syllaba
citra tertiam.23 More precise when writing about the place of the Latin
accent is Quintilian: Namque in omni voce acuta intra numerum trium
syllabarum continetur, sive eae sunt in verbo solae sive ultimae, et in iis
aut proxima extremae aut ab ea tertia. Trium porro, de quibus loquor,
media longa aut acuta aut flexa erit, eodem loco brevis utique gravem
habebit sonum ideoque positam ante se id est ab ultima tertiam acuet.24
However, we fail to find any older evidence; on the other hand, we
can meet with relatively numerous comments on the place of the Latin
accent in the writings of later grammarians (see chapter 5, pp. 100ñ126,
in the book by F. Schoell cited in the note 22). The authors often take
over the texts of their predecessors, and that is also why the recorded
fragments are almost absolutely unanimous. It is well known that the influence of Greek originals on Latin grammar books was immense. We
can commonly find explanation of the grammatical phenomena that do
not actually exist in (Classical) Latin (for example the aorist, etc.) mechanically taken over from the interpretation of Greek system. That is
also the case of the treatises on Latin accent, mostly dealing with the
question where to find the acute and the circumflex accent in Latin
(a question quite irrelevant for our current research): reportedly, the
acute accent can be on the penultima or the antepenultima, the circumflex only on the naturally long penultima. After all, even in the Quintilianís formulation cited earlier the inspiration by the Greek examples is
21
Briefly and clearly on the topic: MICHAEL MEIER-BR‹GGER, Indogermanische
Sprachwissenschaft, pp. 171f.
22
FRIEDRICH SCHOELL, De accentu linguae latinae veterum grammaticorum testimonia, Leipzig 1876.
23
CICERO, Orator, 58.
24
QUINTILIANUS, Institutio oratoria, I,5,30.
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quite obvious: he first says that the accent is ìon one of the last three
syllablesî, and only then he adds that ìout of these three, it is either on
the penultima, or the antepenultimaî.
The records read quite unambiguously that accent never stood on the
last syllable (naturally with the exception of monosyllables) in Latin ñ
this is the fact mentioned by practically all the authors25 and the one differing from Greek. On the other hand, the strong Greek influence exercised on Latin authors slightly devalues the information about the Latin
accent being bound on the penultima or the antepenultima (= one of the
three last syllables except the last one). The theory about the accentuation of the words of the type familia on the fourth syllable from the end,
based on the analysis of verses by Plautus and Terence was already
mentioned in 1.2. There are not many four- or more-syllabic words with
short penultima and antepenultima in Latin, and thus they could have
easily escaped the attention of Latin grammarians (because they did not
undertake any research of their own into this question). Therefore, suppose I took as the basis for further research just the reports by Latin
grammarians, I would deem it indubitable that the accent was never on
the last syllable; nevertheless, I would not consider it impossible that it
was not limited only to the penultima or the antepenultima.
2.2.2 Exceptions to the (ante-)penultima law
A synoptic list of exceptions is presented e.g. by G. Bernardi Perini.26
They are relatively well-known and there is no need to enumerate them
in this place. Some of them serve as evidence that the accent had been,
at least at certain period, fixed on a specific morpheme, not on the syllable of certain place in a word, and, consequently, the later changes did
not force it to shift. That applies in the first place to the (rather controversial) type ValÈrî,27 but particularly to some types of words with ac25
With the sole exception ñ POMPEIUS, p. 127,15 K (FRIEDRICH SCHOELL, De accentu, p. 105): Ñ... Et hoc plus non ascendit accentus, sed aut in finali est, aut in
paenultima, aut in tertia a fine. ...ì
26
GIORGIO BERNARDI PERINI, Líaccento latino, Bologna 19672, pp. 43ñ57.
27
The substantives of the 2nd declension in -ius, -ium contract -iî > -î in the gen. sg.
Nevertheless, according to the prevailing opinion the Classical accent retains the
place it would have held if the word remained uncontracted (VergÌlî, ValÈrî, impÈrî,
...). The evidence on this problem given by the ancient grammarians is, however, by
no means unequivocal (see FRIEDRICH SCHOELL, De accentu, pp. 127ñ149); thus we
cannot be entirely sure about which place in the given words actually bore the accent.
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cent on the last syllable due to various syncopes and apocopes: 1) apocope of -e in enclitics -ce, -ne:28 illî́c < illî́ ce; audî́n < audî́sne etc.;
2) apocope of -e in the 2nd pers. sg. imperative of the compounds of
verbs dîcö, düco, addî́c < addî́ce, addǘc < addǘce etc.; 3) syncope of -iin the last syllable of the nouns in -ä́tis, -î́tis (-ätis > -äts [> -äss?] > -äs):
primä́s, optimä́s; Quirî́s, Samnî́s etc.; 4) syncope of -i- in the perfect of
the type audî́t < audî́it < audî́vit; 5) syncope of -vi- in the perfect of the
type fumä́t < fumä́vit.
2.3 Italian
A detailed comment on the change of the Latin accent into the accent in
Italian or other Romance languages I shall leave to the specialists. However, just a brief look into an Italian dictionary reveals:
ï Some word-formative types have the accent on the last syllable,
e.g. bontà; virt˙;
ï Some word-formative types have the accent which corresponds to
the accent on the last syllable in Latin, e.g. attÛre; lavÛro; naziÛne.
In both instances the accent falls on the suffix, i.e. on the place where
we can find it in the oblique cases in Latin (bonitä́tis, virtǘtis, äctö́ris,
labö́ris, natiö́nis); in Latin nominative, however, the accent should have
been on the (ante-)penultima, i.e. in these specific examples on the root.
On the other hand, the words of the type familia, that is those with
both short penultima and short antepenultima, speculated to have had
the accentuation on the quartultima in Latin (see 1.2 above), are ñ if
I am not mistaken ñ accented strictly on the antepenultima in Italian:
malÌzia, malèfico, inn˙mere, insÛlito, impl˙vio etc.
Besides, what remains debatable as well is whether the form of the genitive in -iî is
really the predecessor of -î ñ in the inscriptions up to 200 B.C. we can find solely the
ìcontractedî forms, i.e. -î.
28
Accentuation of the words with enclitics is debatable anyway. Roman grammarians left the evidence of the retraction of accent in the words with enclitics to the syllable immediately preceding the enclitic (vir˙mque, Müs·que). However, for instance
W. SIDNEY ALLEN, Accent & Rhythm, Cambridge 1973, pp. 158ñ161, doubts this rule
and maintains that Latin scholars borrowed the examples from Greek textbooks and
that such accentuation in Latin is relevant only if the penultima of the whole form
with enclitic is long (e.g. vir˙mque). The words with the enclitic -que thus Allen
stresses as accent units according to the classical (ante-)penultima law (i.e. not Müs·que, but Mǘsaque).
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As if the evidence of Italian is bringing the doubts of quite an opposite nature than the evidence of Latin grammarians: accent is never retracted further from the end than to the antepenultima; on the contrary,
what might be considered is the accent on the ultima in some instances
(however, not in the words of the type attÛre and others, cited above following the second centered dot, that are generally thought to have issued
from the form of Latin accusative).
3. The transition between the Indo-European
and the Classical Latin accent
As was mentioned in the introduction, the Latin accent is considered
very distant from the Proto-Indo-European and not relevant for the latterís reconstruction. The same actually applies to the ablaut: only rarely
do we work with Latin when establishing Proto-Indo-European accentablaut paradigms, while in fact Latin paradigms reflect the original state
quite closely. Naturally, there exists quite extensive analogical leveling
throughout paradigms; this, however, is not a feature specific to Latin ñ
see the summary by M. Meier-Br¸gger on nominal accent cited in 2.1;
as we shall see later, Latin agrees with the described characteristics almost entirely.
In the following outline we proceed from the fact that in Classical
Latin the accent does fall on the penultimate or the antepenultimate syllable, according to the rule every student of Latin is familiar with. In
PIE, as we have already said, accent did not fall on a syllable of certain
place in a word, but on a certain morpheme, which it either remained on
throughout the whole paradigm of the word, or it shifted therefrom
according to certain rules. If we look also at Latin accent along those
lines, that is, if we survey the movement of the accent on the individual
morphs throughout paradigms, what shall we find out?
3.1 Analysis of the place of accent in Latin nouns
3.1.1 The first declension
Let us take various types of nouns of the first declension: in the 1st column, there is a representative of the nouns with the structure root + (regarded synchronically) ending, i.e. without another word-formative suffix (except -eh2-); in the 2nd column a noun with short-syllabic wordformative suffix; in the 3rd column a noun with long-syllabic word-
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formative suffix; in the 4th column a noun with disyllabic word-formative suffix with short antepenultima; in the 5th column a noun with disyllabic word-formative suffix with long antepenultima.
rÛsa

fë́mina

corö¥na

famÌlia

victö¥ria

rÛsae

fë́minae

corö¥nae

famÌliae

victö¥riae

rÛsae

fë́minae

corö¥nae

famÌliae

victö¥riae

rÛsam

fë́minam

corö¥nam

famÌliam

victö¥riam

rÛsä

fë́minä

corö¥nä

famÌliä

victö¥riä

rÛsae

fë́minae

corö¥nae

famÌliae

victö¥riae

rosä¥rum

fëminä¥rum

corönä¥rum

familiä¥rum

victöriä¥rum

rÛsîs

fë́minîs

corö¥nîs

famÌliîs

victö¥riîs

rÛsäs

fë́minäs

corö¥näs

famÌliäs

victö¥riäs

rÛsîs

fë́minîs

corö¥nîs

famÌliîs

victö¥riîs

As follows from the tables, the nouns retain in all instances, with the exception of the plural genitive (of all types), columnar accent. The form
of the plural genitive in -ärum is secondary; the original forms in -um
(< -om < *-h2-om) did not upset the columnarity. Concerning the neologisms in -ärum, it is easy to imagine first the establishing of secondary
accent on the penultima and, eventually, its possible predominance.
And what is then the relation of the columnar accent to the presumed
original Indo-European accent? Primary -eh2-stems (of the type of Lat.
fuga, Gr. wygµ) are sometimes considered to be mesostatic, but that is
highly questionable; the existence of mesostatic paradigm in PIE is not
at all generally accepted.29 What would have corresponded to the original mesostatic accent in the given example (because the suffix and the
endings merge into one syllable) is the accent on the ultima ñ therefore,
the accent would have had to shift from the ultima to the preceding root
syllable. But ä-stems are in their majority secondary derivations, either
feminine derivations of masculine nouns, or other nouns, in which the

29
Cf. e.g. ROBERT S. P. BEEKES, The Origins of the Indo-European Nominal Inflection, Innsbruck 1985, p. 174.
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suffix -eh2- is combined with another word-formative suffix, forming together a complex suffix (columns 2-5). Here, naturally, the ablaut-accent paradigms cannot be applied. However, the accent on the long suffix (columns 3 and 5) and, if the suffix is short, on the root (column 2),
looks very natural. The place of accent in the nouns in the 4th column
may be considered disputable (see above 1.2 ñ the quartultimate accent).
So what does the columnarity actually imply here? Above all, it suggests the replacement of possible mobile paradigms (should they at all
come into account) by static paradigms. In most nouns the accent evidently remained in the original place (type fëmina, coröna, victöria).
Concerning the nouns with the original accent on the suffix -eh2- (if they
existed), there must have happened the only thing: after the endings had
been ìswallowedî (= suffix + ending form one syllable), the accent
moved forward, and, eventually, the already unstressed suffix was shortened.
3.1.2 The second declension
In the following chart there is again in the 1st column a representative of
the nouns without word-formative suffix, e.g. with the structure root
+ (regarded synchronically) ending; in the 2nd column a noun with shortsyllabic word-formative suffix; in the 3rd column a noun with long-syllabic word-formative suffix; in the 4th column a noun with disyllabic wordformative suffix with short antepenultima; in the 5th column a noun with
disyllabic word-formative suffix with long antepenultima.
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l˙pus

pÛpulus

Römä¥nus

ValÈrius

armä¥rium

l˙pî

pÛpulî

Römä¥nî

ValÈriî

armä¥riî

l˙pö

pÛpulö

Römä¥nö

ValÈriö

armä¥riö

l˙pum

pÛpulum

Römä¥num

ValÈrium

armä¥rium

l˙pö

pÛpulö

Römä¥nö

ValÈriö

armä¥riö

l˙pî

pÛpulî

Römä¥nî

ValÈriî

armä¥ria

lupö¥rum

populö¥rum

Römänö¥rum

Valeriö¥rum

armäriö¥rum

l˙pîs

pÛpulîs

Römä¥nîs

ValÈriîs

armä¥riîs

l˙pös

pÛpulös

Römä¥nös

ValÈriös

armä¥ria

l˙pîs

pÛpulîs

Römä¥nîs

ValÈriîs

armä¥riîs
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Concerning the o-stems, there applies exactly what has been said of
ä-stems: with the exception of the plural genitive, which is not original,
the accents in all types are columnar, and that either on the root, or on
the long word-formative suffix, or on the disyllabic word-formative suffix (if we strictly observe the (ante-)penultima law).
Nor we can generalize and speak about a single paradigm concerning
primary o-stems: there are the types with accent on the root as well as on
the suffix (e.g. *-tÛs etc.). In primary o-stem nouns with the suffixal accent (e.g. in perfect passive participles, but also in other types of deverbative adjectives) thus the original accent on the ultima (where the
suffix merges with the ending) must have moved forward.
3.1.3 The third declension
In the 1st column is a root noun, in the 2nd an i-stem noun without another
word-formative suffix; in the 3rd column a consonant stem with shortvocalic word-formative suffix; in the 4th column a consonant stem noun
with long-vocalic word-formative suffix; in the 5th column as well, but
with an inserted syllable between the root and the suffix, in the 6th column an i-stem with another word-formative suffix (or inserted syllable
between the root and the i-suffix), in the 7th column a consonant stem
with disyllabic word-formative suffix (with the long antepenultima;
similar type with the short antepenultima apparently does not exist, but
according to the (ante-)penultima law there would be no difference as
regards the accent between those two types anyway).
mö¥s
mö¥ris
mö¥rî
mö¥rem
mö¥re
mö¥rës

cî¥vis
cî¥vis
cî¥vî
cî¥vem
cî¥ve
cî¥vës

dÛlor
dolö¥ris
dolö¥rî
dolö¥rem
dolö¥re
dolö¥rës

nÛvitäs
novitä¥tis
novitä¥tî
novitä¥tem
novitä¥te
novitä¥tës

f·cilis
f·cilis
f·cilî
f·cilem
f·cilî
f·cilës /
facÌlia

magnitü¥dö
magnitü¥dinis
magnitü¥dinî
magnitü¥dinem
magnitü¥dine
magnitü¥dinës

mö¥rum / cî¥vium gÈnerum / dolö¥rum
mü¥rium
triplÌcium

novitä¥tum

facÌlium

magnitü¥dinum

gÈnus
gÈneris
gÈnerî
gÈnus
gÈnere
gÈnera /
triplÌcia

mö¥ribus cî¥vibus genÈribus dolö¥ribus novitä¥tibus facÌlibus magnitüdÌnibus
mö¥rës

cî¥vës

gÈnera /
triplÌcia

dolö¥rës

novitä¥tës

f·cilës /
facÌlia

magnitü¥dinës

mö¥ribus cî¥vibus genÈribus dolö¥ribus novitä¥tibus facÌlibus magnitüdÌnibus
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We cannot but repeat: also in the third declension Latin accent is columnar, with the following few exceptions:
ï Nom. sg. of the words of the type dolor and novitäs, e.g. those with
long word-formative suffix, accented in oblique cases. The interesting thing is that in these examples in Italian we have the accent on
the suffix (see above 2.3). Was then the columnar principle temporarily disrupted in Classical Latin and then it ñ apparently for the
sake of analogy ñ moved back to its original place? Or was the accent in these examples in the nom. sg. on the suffix even in Classical Latin and it escaped the attention of Latin grammarians?
ï Dat. and abl. pl. of the nouns, where the suffix -ibus is preceded by
a short syllable (here col. 3, 6 and 7). That is the case of the forms
of the type familia, e.g. the forms with both short penultima and
short antepenultima. Besides, the -i- here is secondary, epenthetic;
therefore we can speculate that in fact columnarity was not upset,
while the forms were accented rather as follows: gÈneribus, f·cilibus, magnitǘdinibus.
ï Nom., gen. and acc. of neuters in -ia, -ium with the short preceding
syllable ñ here again we are referring to the forms of the type familia.
Mobile paradigms became static again; vowels in the roots became uniform within paradigms. In the original hysterodynamic stems the accent
moved forward from the ultima (the accent in fact could not well stabilize on the suffix, which was unsyllabic, pa-tr-is; thus it seems only
natural that the accent in oblique cases retracted from the ending to the
root and as such eventually prevailed in the whole paradigm).
3.1.4 The fourth declension
Latin 4th declension consists of the original -eu- and -teu-stems. In the 1st
column there is a disyllabic noun, in the 2nd column a multisyllabic noun
with the short penultima, in the 3rd column a multisyllabic noun with the
long penultima:
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m·nus

exÈrcitus

advÈntus

m·nüs

exÈrcitüs

advÈntüs

m·nuî / cÛrnü

exercÌtuî / exÈrcitü

advÈntuî

m·num

exÈrcitum

advÈntum

m·nü

exÈrcitü

advÈntü

m·nüs / cÛrnua

exÈrcitüs

advÈntüs

m·nuum

exercÌtuum

advÈntuum

m·nibus

exercÌtibus

advÈntibus

m·nüs / cÛrnua

exÈrcitüs

advÈntüs

m·nibus

exercÌtibus

advÈntibus

The original -eu- and -teu- stems have proterodynamic paradigm; this
fact is very well reflected also in Latin endings, except for dat. sg. and
gen., dat. and abl. pl., where the shortening of suffixal vowel must have
taken place. From the synchronic point of view the accent inside paradigms is columnar again; the only exceptions are the nouns of the type
exercitus in the 2nd column, where the columnarity is upset ñ suppose we
strictly apply the (ante-)penultima law ñ in†dat. sg. and in†gen., dat. and
abl. pl. These, however, are again the forms of the type familia; therefore we can reconsider the accent on the quartultima, i.e. the accent columnar throughout the whole paradigm.
As has been already mentioned, the paradigms were presumably originally proterodynamic. Then, what first took place was the transformation of the mobile paradigm into the static one; to be specific, the
suffixal accent in oblique cases retracted to the root. After the accent
had shifted, the shortening of the vowel in inner postaccented syllables
followed (-uî, -uum, -ubus; however, the shortening in the first two instances could be regarded as vocalis ante vocalem), which was a very
natural consequence of the accent loss.
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3.1.5 The fifth declension
rë́s

dÌës

spÈciës

rÈî

dië́î

specië́î

rÈî

dië́î

specië́î

rÈm

dÌem

spÈciës

rë́

dÌë

spÈcië

rë́s

dÌës

rë́rum

dië́rum

rë́bus

dië́bus

rë́s

dÌës

rë́bus

dië́bus

Latin 5th declension comprises two primary nouns, rës and diës, and the
derivations of the type speciës, which do not form plural. Both the subst.
rës and diës are inherited nouns with the originally hysterodynamic flection.30 As follows from the preceding declensions and as it is common
also in other languages than Latin, the paradigms changed from mobile
into static ones. Concerning the subst. rës, the accent necessarily falls on
the first syllable, in which the root and the (accented) suffix merge. That
corresponds with the situation in Classical Latin: we have the columnar
accent in the whole paradigm there. Regarding the subst. diës, the situation is more complicated. For the first time here, we can witness
fundamentally non-columnar accent, given that we strictly observe the
(ante-)penultima law of Classical Latin. It is natural to presume that the
accent in the originally hysterodynamic paradigm stabilized on the suffix. However, in†the nom., acc. and abl. sg. and in†the nom. and acc. pl.
such accent would fall on the ultima. There are two ways how to read
the situation: either the accent in these forms actually remained on the
suffix, i.e. on the ultima, also in Classical Latin. It is true that these
30

Cf. e.g. ROBERT S. P. BEEKES, The Origins of the Indo-European Nominal Inflection, pp. 80ff.; MICHAEL MEIER-BR‹GGER, Indogermanische Sprachwissenschaft,
pp. 197f.
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forms in the verses by Plautus and Terence are usually accented on the
suffix, but this would be also true in the purely quantitative verses with
no relation between ictus and accent, so this argument is not really valid.
However, we could see already in the case of the 3rd declension that in
certain instances the accent on the ultima is not impossible. The other
possibility is that Latin, on the contrary, and in accord with the findings
of the grammarians, really avoided the accent on the ultima, and this
was why the need to shift the accent arose. The substantives of the type
speciës have the accented suffix -eh1- and follow exactly the same rules
as the subst. diës. The accent in Romance languages (It. fàccia, spècie,
Fr. espèce, Esp. dÌa) provides evidence rather in favour of the latter option, namely the shift of the accent from the ultima.
3.1.6 Summary ñ nouns
Concerning the noun declension, it can be generally said: With the exception of the 5th declension there is to be found quite clearly columnar
accent in Latin nouns. This is not to say that the accent stays throughout
the paradigm still on the syllable of the same place in a word, but that it
remains still on the same morpheme, either root, or suffixal. The columnarity is upset, out of the whole system of Latin nouns, only in the following instances:
ï in the noun diës and the type speciës;
ï in the gen. pl. in -ärum and -örum, which, however, are not original
(the forms with the original -um do retain columnar accent);
ï in†the nom. sg. of the nouns of the 3rd declension with the long
word-formative suffix (of the type dolor, novitäs); what is interesting in this respect is that Italian stresses the relevant forms on the
suffix (which would correspond to columnar accent);
ï if we strictly follow the (ante-)penultima law, then in some forms
with short penultima and antepenultima in the 3rd and 4th declensions (e.g. genÈribus, facÌlibus, magnitüdÌnibus, exercÌtibus). However, concerning the words with short penultima and antepenultima
the possibility has long been discussed of quartultimate accent ñ
and that would fall within columnar system in the given examples.
Latin nouns thus well correspond with the tendency formulated by
M. Meier-Br¸gger (quoted above in 2.1) ñ throughout the whole paradigm, the root becomes uniform (in favour of oblique cases) and the ac-
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cent is fixed either on the suffix or on the root. Latin, contrary to the
general opinion, is not any more innovative concerning the nouns than
other languages; compared to Greek, which has been regarded as one of
the languages most authentically retaining Proto-Indo-European accentuation, Latin in fact differs only in the accentuation of root words,
which preserve mobile accent in Greek. The only real innovation in the
accentuation of Latin nouns is probably the shift of the accent from the
ultima, which must have taken place in the originally suffixally stressed
ä- and o-stems, the original hysterodynamic stems of the 3rd declension,
the noun diës and the type speciës. In this respect we could also deem it
more probable that also in†the nom. sg. of the nouns of the type dolor
and novitäs the accent shifted from the ultima. Regarding the forms of
the type generibus, the accentuation can be considered disputable: I am
far from declaring that all Latin words with both short penultima and
short antepenultima had the accent on the quartultima; the question,
however, remains whether in all the forms where it probably was originally positioned on the quartultima (judging from its place in other
forms of the paradigm), the accent had to shift necessarily to the antepenultima. The answer to this question may arise from a new analysis of
the verses by Plautus and Terence (suppose we accept the thesis on the
tendency to harmonize ictus and accent in their verses) relating to those
particular forms; that however is not within the scope of this article.
3.2 Analysis of the place of accent
in Latin verbs
PIE accent in verbs cannot be described by simple rules. Various types
of primary stems (LIV 2001 lists twenty present stems + three aorist
stems + one perfect stem) are accentuated differently; moreover, often
the place of the accent alternates even throughout the paradigm between
the singular and the plural. Beside that, as was already said above (2.1),
the verbs in main clauses were accentuated differently than the ones in
subordinate clauses. It is quite evident that extensive analogical leveling
similar to that in nouns, took place throughout the paradigms of Latin
verbs: except for irregular verbs we do not have evidence of any ablaut
alternations throughout paradigms.
Latin verbal system is, unlike the nominal one, very innovative compared with the Proto-Indo-European and it must be said that the origin of
the secondary suffixes (distinguishing the categories of tense and mood)
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remains to a great extent a mystery for the researchers, or better, the
scholars do not agree at all in the interpretation thereof. Out of the whole
system of finite verbal forms, only the present indicative and imperatives can be considered really inherited forms (at the level of tenses and
moods, not at the level of individual words).31 Another group includes
the formations that could perhaps be considered the successors of certain PIE forms, but with the function other than original (it is in the interpretation of these forms that the researchers most disagree). Among
those we can class the future I of the 3rd and 4th conjugation (possibly the
original PIE conjunctive in -e-) and the present conjunctive, which
could be the successor of the PIE present conjunctive as well,32 but e.g.
according to Baldi33 the present conjunctive of the 1st conjugation is the
successor of the original optative while the 2nd -4th conjugation developed a secondary suffix -ä-. All the other active verbal forms are clearly
secondary: ind. impf. and fut. I of the 1st and 2nd conjugation are ProtoItalic, or Latino-Faliscan neologisms (in the instance of the future in -bwe perhaps deal only with the analogical forms to the forms of the impf.
in -bä-). The origin of the conj. impf. is, according to Baldi (pp. 402f.),
uncertain; according to Meiser (p. 202), the -s- (> -r-) is a relic of the
original Italic s-future, the long -ë- is then the result of the contraction of
the thematic vowel and the conjunctive -e-. Also all the forms in the perfect system are secondary: in the perfect indicatives (with the exception
of the original reduplicated perfects) the original aorist stems or the new
Italic stems (the perfects in -v-) take the original perfect endings (which
themselves, however, are quite distant from the original PIE state, see
the note 31). Other forms of the perfect system (ind. plupf., ind. fut. II,
conj. pf. and conj. plupf.) are apparently synthetic, the researchers, however, again disagree as to the interpretation of the individual elements.
But it is not our aim to try to interpret the individual formations now;
I present this perhaps rather superfluous outline merely because I want
to clarify that in most verb forms, in contrast with the nouns, there does

31
One would like to add also the perfect indicative yielded by original perfects,
e.g. meminî, but the perfect endings in Latin are analogical to such an extent (the
paradigm is infiltrated by the features of active endings; that is yet another manifestation of the syncretism of aorist and perfect) and so distant from the original PIE endings, that we can regard no type of perfect to be really inherited.
32
Cf. GERHARD MEISER, Historische Laut- und Formenlehre der lateinischen Sprache, Darmstadt 1998, pp. 200ff.
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not exist any direct line from the Proto-Indo-European forms, and therefore we can hardly deal with the question of preserving or shifting the
original accent there. Concerning the Italic or directly Latin neologisms,
which constitute, as follows from the discussion above, the absolute majority of verb forms, the question of continuity of the accent is quite irrelevant.
It must be said that even Greek, undoubtedly considered to be one of
the languages best preserving the Proto-Indo-European state of affairs,
is quite innovative considering the accentuation of verbal forms: the accent therein is, as we know, recessive; it is positioned as far as possible
from the end of a word while following some other rules (= the accent
does not fall further than on the antepenultima, so, practically, it is ñ
with the exception of irregular verbs and some contracted forms ñ always either on the penultima or the antepenultima, depending on the
quantity of the ultima). I am not familiar with any study which would
compare the place of accent in Greek and PIE verbal forms directly; the
latest monograph on the subject of Greek accent34 only quotes Wackernagelís theory35 of the origin of recessive accent in some verbal forms in
Greek.36 I am therefore not able to determine the real scope of innovativeness compared with the original state. (Apparently, in many cases
the accent remains in fact on the same place it originally had, e.g.: w≠rv,
w≠reiq, w≠rei, w≠romen, w≠rete, w≠roysi < *bhÈrö, *bhÈresi, *bhÈreti,
*bhÈrome-, *bhÈrete-, *bhÈronti.)
The (ante-)penultimate accent in Latin ñ and the following actually
corresponds with the way Latin grammarians saw it ñ is also nothing
else then recessive accent with the limitation on the last three syllables;
the only difference between Latin and Greek is that the decision whether
33

PHILIP BALDI, The Foundations of Latin, Berlin ñ New York 2002, pp. 402f.
PHILOMEN PROBERT, Ancient Greek Accentuation, Oxford 2006.
35
JACOB W ACKERNAGEL, Der griechische Verbalaccent, in: Zeitschrift f¸r vergleichende Sprachforschung auf dem Gebiete des Deutschen, Griechischen und Lateinischen 23 (= NS 3), 1877, pp. 457ñ470.
36
First, already in the pre-dialectal period, Greek introduced as an innovation the
law of limitation (very briefly: the accent could fall only on one of the last three syllables, circumflex as far as the penultima, acute as far as the antepenultima, but only
if the ultima was short); enclitic verbs in main clauses then formed, with respect to the
new law of limitation, an impermissible cluster of unaccented syllables at the end of
a word, and therefore adopted a new, recessive type of accentuation, which subsequently spread on the finite verbal forms in all syntactic positions (cf. P HILOMEN
PROBERT, Ancient Greek Accentuation, p. 87).
34
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the accent falls on the penultima or the antepenultima depends in Latin
on the quantity of the penultima, while in Greek on the quantity of the
ultima. The principle, however, is the same. With respect to the fact that
almost the entire Latin verbal system is an innovation compared to the
PIE state, it is only natural that the language should adopt a new system
of accentuation. If we look at least at the formations which could be
considered inherited, can we, as we could with nouns, trace a system
concerning the positioning of the accent on the individual morphemes?

passive

active

Present Indicative:
1st conj.

2nd conj.

3rd conj.

4th conj.

l·udö

mÛneö

lÈgö / c·piö

·udiö

l·udäs

mÛnës

lÈgis / c·pis

·udîs

l·udat

mÛnet

lÈgit / c·pit

·udit

laudä¥mus

monë́mus

lÈgimus / c·pimus

audî¥mus

laudä¥tis

monë́tis

lÈgitis / c·pitis

audî¥tis

l·udant

mÛnent

lÈgunt / c·piunt

·udiunt

l·udor

mÛneor

lÈgor / c·pior

·udior

laudä¥ris

monë́ris

lÈgeris / c·peris

audî¥ris

l·udä¥tur

monë́tur

lÈgitur / c·pitur

audî¥tur

laudä¥mur

monë́mur

lÈgimur / c·pimur

audî¥mur

laudä¥minî

monë́minî

legÌminî / capÌminî

audî¥minî

laudä¥ntur

monÈntur

leg˙ntur / capi˙ntur

audi˙ntur

In the 1st, 2nd and 4th conjugation, that is where the endings are preceded
by a long suffix, we can see the alteration of the stress on the root in the
sg. act., the 3rd pers. pl. act. and the 1st pers. sg. pas., and on the suffix in
the 1st and 2nd pers. pl. act. and in all the remaining persons of passive.
The following scenario seems to be most likely: The accent was originally in all persons and numbers on the suffix (which should indeed apply to denominatives, which constitute the overwhelming majority of
the 1st conjugation and a big part of the 4th conjugation, as well as for
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statives ñ a large group of verbs of the 2nd conjugation). After the original ending -i had dropped in the 2nd and 3rd pers. sg. and the 3rd pers. pl.
act. (I leave aside the 1st sg. as an absolutely exceptional form), the accent moved to the ultima, wherefrom it then shifted towards the beginning of a word according to the new rules of accentuation.
In the verbs of the 3rd (a and b) conjugation, which includes chiefly
primary verbs,37 we can see the columnar accent on the root, with the
exception of the 2nd and 3rd pers. pl. pas. However, in the 2nd pers. pl.
pas. we deal with the forms of the type familia, i.e. with the short penultima and antepenultima ñ the accent then perhaps could have been on
the root also in this form.
Thus, certain logic and some traces of the original accentuation can
be possibly found even there. But we must add that Latin system is compared to the original greatly simplified and that the individual Latin conjugations ìcombineî various types of PIE verbs, primary and derived;
e.g. primary arö and many others, according to LIV (2001: 272) with
originally stressed suffix, are among other deverbative, suffixally stressed verbs in the 1st conjugation; then e.g. the very verb capiö is reconstructed with the stressed suffix (LIV 2001: 344) etc. Naturally, the new
type of accentuation is already dealt with also here ñ we merely want to
show that the ìchoiceî of the new accentuation had certain logic, as it
probably was not far from how the majority, or at least a great part of
verbal forms were originally accentuated. After all, the same most likely
applies also to Greek (cf. the example cited above: w≠rv).
PIE imperatives of thematic verbs are stressed on the root, same as
Latin imperatives of verbs of the 3rd conjugation. In the other conjugations, containing mostly secondary verbs, the accent is analogical to that
of present indicative: in 2nd pers. pl. it is on the (long) suffix, in 2nd pers.
sg. the suffixal accent would equal the accent on the ultima, where it is
inadmissible according to the new rules of accentuation.
Concerning the present conjunctive and future I of the 3rd and 4th conjugation, it will suffice to say briefly that the accent behaves as it was
described in present indicative of the 1st, 2nd, and 4th conjugation: in
these forms there are long suffixes (somewhere secondarily shortened),
which the accent remains on with the exception of the forms of sg. act.,
37

The secondary verbs with the suffix -scere, another important group belonging
to the 3rd conjugation, are accented columnarily on the long vowel preceding the
group -sc-.
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3rd pers. pl. act. and 1st pers. sg. pas.; in active forms there was originally
the ending -i, after it had dropped, the accent got on the ultima and
forced the shift.
In Latin verbal system, same as in Greek one, a completely new system of accentuation was founded, establishing recessive accent, which
fell as far from the end as possible while respecting certain respective
rules in either language. However, this new accent apparently fell in the
majority of Latin verb forms on the same place, where it had previously
been according to the earlier morphological accentuation.

4. Conclusion
In conclusion, let us once again briefly sum up what follows from the
above presented analyses: The Latin accent in principle is actually not
very different from the Greek one. In the verbal system, which is quite
innovative in and of itself, a new type of accentuation was established,
namely recessive accent, with the limitation on three last syllables (very
similar to the situation in Greek). The formation of this new accent,
however, did not bring about any revolution, because as we can read
from the paradigms, in the inherited formations the ìnewî accent corresponded with the place of the original accent. Accordingly, we should
rather talk about a ìnew perspectiveî on the accent ñ the original accent
bound on a certain morpheme started to be regarded as the accent bound
on the syllable of a certain place and as such it was transferred on other
neologisms, which constitute an absolute majority of Latin verbal system.
Regarding Latin nominal system, it preserves quite closely late PIE
state when the change took place of mobile paradigms into static ones
(in Greek, in contrast, some mobile paradigms were preserved). In other
words, the accent in Latin nouns is basically columnar, either on the
root, or on the suffix. The only real Latin innovation38 is the shift of accent from the ultima. The exceptions to the columnarity are very scarce.
The instances of where this prehistoric, morphologically bound accent
and the new accent bound on the syllable of a certain place in a word,
38
In most probability the innovation will not be Latin, but older in development,
perhaps Proto-Italic; nevertheless I shall leave this incorrect formulation as I do not
dare to give any judgments as regarding the accent in other Italic languages.
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namely the penultima and antepenultima, differ are so few that it is
worth questioning whether the new accent was established as consistently in nouns (by no means so innovative) as in verbs. If this was the
case, then the original accent in the forms of the type generibus would
have shifted from the original quartultima forward to the antepenultima.
The other possibility, which I beg to favour, is that the original accent
was stronger and in these few examples it maintained its original place.
In other words, nominal accent in Classical Latin would in such case actually preserve the state after the accent shift from the ultima, and, with
this only license, otherwise remain morphological (columnar). This
could be, incidentally, testified to also by some types of exceptions from
the classical (ante-)penultima law, as mentioned above in the section
2.2.2).
This article, however, is mainly conceived as another argument in
support of the refusal of the initial accent, for which there do not exist
good arguments and which, should we assert its existence, would have
illogically disturbed the smooth and easy transition from the PIE accent
to the Classical Latin accent.

Summary
The article is concerned with the ways of establishing the (ante-)penultimate accent in Classical Latin. The author starts from the belief, formulated in her monograph (LUCIE PULTROV¡, The Vocalism of Latin Medial Syllables, Praha 2006), that there never existed any initial accent in
Archaic Latin, and therefore she attempts to describe the direct transition from the reconstructed Proto-Indo-European accent to the Classical
Latin accent. She reaches a conclusion that such transition is surprisingly straight and uncomplicated one. At the same time she asks an almost heretical question whether we have enough evidence that the Classical accent was indeed consistently (ante-)penultimate.
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